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This paper is concerned with the mathematical scattering theory in space 
with an indefinite metric. The main object discussed here is the generalized 
wave operator. The first part is devoted to the study of partial isometries 
since each generalized wave operator belongs to this class of operators. After 
then attention is focused on the study for generalized wave operators on 
Pontrjagin space. Since the one-parameter group of unitary operators is no 
longer bounded, the estimation for its growth order is given here, and then 
the existence of the generalized wave operator is proved. At last, invariance 
of the generalized wave operator is obtained under some conditions. 
In this paper, by H we denote Krein space or Pontrjagin space. The 
indefinite inner product on H is denoted by (., .). Suppose that 
is a fundamental decomposition of H, the projections from H onto H+ are 
P, , J = P, - P- By [ ., . ] we denote the positive-definite inner product 
derived by J, i.e., [x, y] = (Jx, y) for x, y E H. The Banach algebra of all 
linear bounded operators on H is denoted by B(H). 
1. PARTIAL IS~METRY IN KREIN SPACE 
In this section, we shall introduce the concept of partial isometry in 
Krein space. First let’s consider an example, which illustrates that if V is a 
linear operator and ( VX, Vx) = ( x, x) for all x I ker V, V could be 
unbounded. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that H= HP 0 H,, H, =span{e’ I i= 42, . ..}. 
where - (ei , e,: ) = (e’ , e,+ ) = 6,, (ec: , e,+ ) = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, . . . . Define 
Ve+ = ie,? , Ve,: = -ie+, i= 1, 2,.... 
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Then V(e+ + e,: ) = 0 for all i. It is obvious that 
ker V=span{e,+ +e,:- 1 i= 1, 2, . ..}. 
This is a neutral subspace. Since P, ker V= H, , P- ker V= H_ , so it is a 
maximal nonpositive and maximal nonnegative subspace. Thus 
ker V= ker T/l. 
Therefore (T/x, Vx) = 0 = (x, x) for x I ker V. But it is easily seen that V is 
unbounded. 
From the above example, it can be seen that because of the degeneracy 
of ker V, there will be some unnecessary trouble if we define partial 
isometry as the operators satisfying (Vx, Vx) = (x, x) for x I ker V. By this 
consideration, we introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A linear operator V in Krein space is called a partial 
isometry, if there exists an ortho-complemented subspace H,, such that 
H,cker V (1) 
(I/x, Vx) = (x, x), for XEH$~D(V). (2) 
Remark. It should be noticed that ker V is not required ortho-com- 
plemented here, which is different from [S]. Otherwise some isometries 
may be excluded from the class of partial isometries. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a partial isometry in Krein space H. If ran V is 
ortho-complemented, then V is continuous. 
ProoJ Since ran V is ortho-complemented, there must be a positive 
subspace P and a negative subspace N such that 
ran V=N@P, (3) 
where (P, ( ., . )) and (N, - ( ., .)) are Hilbert spaces. Now, take a 
fundamental decomposition of H 
H=Hp@H, (4) 
such that HP 2 N, H, 2 P. Denote the norm derived by this decom- 
position by 1) .]I. Suppose that H, is an ortho-complemented subspace 
satisfying (1) and (2). Write 
D~={xlx~H;nll(V), VXEN} 
D+={xIxEHtnD(V), VXEP}. 
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From (2) and N I P, we have D- I D, . By (3) we obtain 
H,InD(V)=Dp+D+, (5) 
where the right-hand side is a linear sum. 
Consider the nonnegative closed subspace B+ . Denote Z, = B + n a$, 
and denote projections from H onto H + by P, Since d + is nonnegative, 
wecangetalinearoperatorK:P+~+-,P~D,,x.=P.xHP_x.Thus 
D+={x++Kx+ IX+EP+D+) 
Z+={x++Kx+ (x+EP+Z+}. 
Set P, = {x+ +Kx+ 1 x, E P+D+ 0 P+Z+ ). It is obvious that P, is a 
closed positive subspace and D + = P, @ Z + . Similarly, there exists a closed 
negative subspace N,, such that 6- = N, 0 Z- , where Z- = 4 _ n 41. It 
is easily seen that both P, and N, are ortho-complemented. 
Take the fundamental decompositions for H, and H,i 0 (P, ON,) 
H,=H,-@HO+ 
H,I 0 (N,@P,)= HA- @HA+. 
Therefore we get a fundamental decomposition for H 
H=(H,-OHM-ON,)O(H,+OH~+OP,) (6) 
which derives a norm II.11 1 on H. For any x E: D( V), we have 
x = xg + X’L + x’+ =x,+x- sx, +z- +z+, where x,EH~, x; ED*, 
x-eNl, x, EP1, z+ EZ*. It can be seen that z, +z- E 
(HO@ N, 0 P,)’ = HA- &HA+. Since VxO = 0, thus 
vx=vx’+vx;=vx~+vz/z+vx++vz+. 
In view of VxL I Vx’+, from the decomposition (4) and (6), we obtain 
II Vxll 2 = II Vx’- II 2 + II vxl, II 2 
= -(Vx_ + VZL, vx_ + Vz_)+(Vx+ + vz,, vx, + Vz,) 
= -(x- +z-,x- +z-)+(x+ +z+,x+ +z+) 
= -(xp,x-)+(x+,x+)= Il.Lll:+ IIx+ll: 
G lb-II:+ Ilx+ll:+ Ilxclll:+ IL +z+IlY= Ilxll:. 
Therefore V is bounded. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that V is a partial isometry in Krein space H, 
409/137/‘2-6 
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D(V) is ortho-complemented. Then V is continuous if and only if ran V is 
ortho-complemented. 
Proof. The sufficiency is the result of the theorem. Now let’s prove 
the necessity. Take an ortho-complemented subspace H, satisfying (1) 
and (2). Since D(V) is ortho-complemented, H,I n D( V)’ is also 
ortho-complemented. Hence there must be closed subspaces D, such 
that Htn(V)=D-@D+, where (D-, -(.,.)) and (D+,(.,.)) are 
Hilbert spaces. It follows from (2) that ran V= VD- 0 VD, . Since V 
is continuous, it is easy to see that (VD , -( ., .)) and (VD,, (., .)) 
are Hilbert spaces and they are closed in H. Consequently, ran V is 
ortho-complemented. Q.E.D. 
Now, we give a characteristics for some partial isometries, which will be 
useful in the following discussion. 
THEOREM 2. Let V E B(H). If V satisfies two of the following conditions: 
(a) V is a partial isometry; 
(b) V* V is a projection; 
(c) ker V is ortho-complemented, 
then V must satisfy the third one. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) and (b) hold. To prove ker V is ortho- 
complemented, it is sufficient to show ker V = (I- V* V)H. It is clear 
that ker V c (I- V* V) H. From (a) there exists an ortho-complemented 
subspace H, c ker V, such that (Vx, Vy) = (x, y) for x, y E H,I, thus 
((I- V*V)x, y) =O. For any XE H, suppose that x=x, +x,, where 
x, E H,, x2 I H,. Then (I- V* V)x=x, + (I- V*V)x,. Therefore, for any 
y 1 H,, we have 
((I- v*vbG y)=(x,, y)+(V- v*vx,, y)=O, 
which means (I- V*V)x~H,,cker V, i.e., (I- V*V)Hcker V. 
Suppose that (a) and (c) hold. By P we denote the projection from H 
onto ker VI. Let’s prove V* V= P. In fact, by the definition of partial 
isometry, we have (V* Vx, x) = (Vx, Vx) = (x, x) = (Px, x) if x I ker V. 
For x E ker V, ( V* Vx, x) = 0 = (Px, x). 
At last, suppose that (b) and (c) hold. Assume that V*V is the projection 
from H onto M. Then for x I M, V* Vx = 0, so ( Vx, Vy) = (V* Vx, y) = 0 
for any y E H, i.e., Vx I ran V. Since ker VI is ortho-complemented, thus 
ran V = V(ker V’), and ran V is non-degenerate, so Vx = 0, i.e., x E ker V. 
Therefore M’ c ker V. Besides, for x E M, ( Vx, Vx) = (V* Vx, x) = (x, x). 
Hence, V is a partial isometry. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Under conditions of this theorem, as a partial isometry on H, 
the ortho-complemented subspace Ho appearing in the definition must be 
ker V. 
COROLLARY. Let V he a partial isometry, ker V ortho-complemented, 
ran V closed. Then V* is also a partial isometry. 
Proof. First, we prove that ran V = V(ker V’) is ortho-complemented. 
Suppose that ker VI = K, OK- is a fundamental decomposition, then 
ran V= VK, @ VK-. Since V is an isometry on ker VI, so (VK,, (., .)) 
and (VK- , - (., .)) are Hilbert spaces. Because ran V is closed, so VK, , 
VK_ are closed subspaces. Therefore VK, , VK- are ortho-complemented, 
thus ran V is ortho-complemented. 
In view of ker I/*’ = ran V, for y I ker V*, there exists x I ker V, such 
that y = Vx. By Theorem 2, we have V* Vx = x. In this case (V*y, V*y) = 
(V*Vx, V* Vx) = (x, x), which implies V* is a partial isometry. 
Remark. Let V be a partial isometry. We call ker V’ the initial space of 
V, ran V the final space of V. If ker V is ortho-complemented, the projec- 
tion from H onto ker V’ is V* V, if ran V is closed at the same time, the 
projection from H onto ran V is VV*. 
The following example shows that the condition ran V is closed cannot 
be deduced by the other two conditions. 
EXAMPLE. Let Pontrjagin space H= H-OH,, where HP =span{e_,}, 
H, =span{ei 1 i= 1, 2, . ..}. -(e-,, ep,)=(e,,ei)= 1, i= 1, 2, . . . . (e,,e,)=O 
if i #j. Take z E e ~, + e, , H, = span{ ei 1 i = 2,3, }. Suppose that f is an 
unbounded linear functional defined on whole HI. Consider the linear 
operator on H 
XEH,, 
xlH,. 
It is easy to see that 
(Vx, Vx) = (4 xl, XE H,. (7) 
Thus V is a partial isometry and ker V is ortho-complemented. It is clear 
that 
ran V= {x+f(x)z I XE H,} 
is a positive subspace. By (7), (ran V, (., .)) is a Hilbert space. On the 
other hand, if we take a sequence x, + 0 such that f (x,) = 1, then 
x, + f (x,)z -+ z E ran V, which means ran V # ran V. 
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2. CONCEPT OF GENERALIZED WAVE OPERATOR 
Let A r and A2 be selfadjoint operators on Pontrjagin space H. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that the radical subspaces 
corresponding to the critical points of A, are non-degenerate. Denote the 
spectral functions of A r, A, by E: and E:, the sets of critical points of 
A,, c(Ak), Hk,oc= {x [ IjEk(d)xll is absolutely continuousj, where d are 
Bore1 sets and aA n c(Ak) = 0, k = 1, 2. See [2, 3, 61 for further details. 
LEMMA 1. Let H, be a radical subspace corresponding to a critical point 
of A,. Then H, I HI,,,.. 
Proof Suppose that I., is a critical point of A,, H,, = E’(I,)H, 
uEHlJJ,, u E H,. Then we must have E(&)u = 0. Consequently 
(u, u) = (u, E(&)u) = (E(&)u, u) =O. Q.E.D. 
Since H,, is non-degenerate, we can obtain 
COROLLARY. H,,,,. is a positive subspace. 
Similar to the case of Hilbert space, it can be proved that H,,,, is a 
closed subspace. 
Denote the projection from H onto H,,,,. by P,, W(t) = z”A*e-i’A’, where 
-cc < t < co. Since the discussion related to wave operators makes sense 
only in the case that A, has a pure continuous spectrum, we prefer to 
consider the following generalized wave operator rather than the proper 
wave operator. The generalised wave operator is defined by 
W, =s- lim W(t)P, 
r--t *cc 
if the limits exist. See [l] and [8]. 
LEMMA 2. Pz( t) = eita2P, e i’A2 are projections for t E (- 01), oo), the 
ranges of Pz(t) are positive subspaces. W( t)P, are partial isometries with 
initial space P, H andfinal spaces P2( t) H. 
Proof Straightforward check yields PZ( t)* = P2( t), PZ( t)* = PZ( t), SO 
Pz( t) are projections. For any x E H, 
(effA2ple-iIA2X, e ,tAzp 1 e ~ i1.4~) = (p, e - ifAzX, e - ifAzX) 2 0. 
Since P, H is a positive subspace, P,(t)H are positive subspaces. Besides, 
ker W(t) P, = P, HI, which is ortho-complemented, and 
(W(t)P,)*(W(t)P,)=P,, (W(t)P,)( W(t)P,)* =ei’A2P,e-i’A2, 
thus W(t)P, are partial isometries. 
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Because the discussion for W, and W- are parallel, we only consider 
W, . Similar to the case of Hilbert space, we have 
LEMMA 3. Suppose W, = s-lim W(t) P, exists. Then W, W*, is a 
projection, W, is a partial isometry with initial space P, H and final space 
W, WT H. 
THEOREM 3. !f W, = s-lim W(t)P, exists, then W, x E HZ+ for any 
XGH. 
Proof: First, we note that positive subspace W, W*, H reduces A,. In 
fact 
eisA2W+ = s- lim W(s + t)e”“l = W, .@‘I. 
,-CC 
Differential in both sides for s, set s = 0, we obtain 
AzW+ 1 W+A,, 
thus W*,A,cA, W*,, so W, WTA,c W,A1W;r*cA2W+ W*,. 
Suppose that A is a Bore1 set, aA n c(A2) = /zr. From Lemma 3, for 
XEH, E’(A)W+XEW+WTH. Besides, in view of A2W+~W+Al, we 
have E’(A) W, = W, E’(A). 
Since P, H and W, W: H are positive subspaces, in these two spaces, 
the norms I/ .I1 r, II.11 z derived by ( ., .) are equivalent to the original one 
11.11. Thus there are constants M,, M, > 0, such that for any x E P, H, 
YEW,W*,K 
llxll 16 M, II-a Y GM2 IIYIIZ 
hold. Therefore for any x E H 
lIE2(A) W, xl/ GM, IIE’(A) W, XII = M2(E2(A) W, x, E2(A) W, x)1/2 
= M2( W, E’(A)x, W, E’(A)x)“~ 
= M,(P, E’(A)x, E’(A)x)“’ 
=M2 IIE1(4P,xll~GWf2 IIE’WP,xll 
Since P, x E HI,,,., hence W, x E H2,0r. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that there exists a projection P, with a positive 
subspace as its range, and W, E B(H), such that 
s-lim (I- P2) W(t)P, = 0, 
w-lim W(t)P, = W, , 
lim(W(t)u, W(t)u)=(W+u, W+u), for UEP,H. 
Then s-lim W(t)P, = W, . 
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Proof. Take the decomposition H = P, HO (I- P2) H. Set 
C~,~l’=~~,,~1~+C~~,~~l: 
where x=x, +x2, x, E P, H, x2 E (I- P,)H. Corresponding to [ ., .I’, we 
get a new norm I( .I1 ‘, which is equivalent to /I . (I. For u E P, H, we have 
11 w, u - W(t)ull’* = ( w, u - P, W(f)& w, U-P, W(t)u) 
+ [(I- P2) w(t)& u- P2) Wt)ul 
=2Re(W+u-P,W(t)u, W+u)+{(P2W(t)u, W(t)u) 
- (W, u, w, u,} + [(I-P*) W(f)& (I- P2) W(t)ul. 
From conditions, 
lim II W+u- W(t)ull’=O. Q.E.D. 
3. THE GROWTH ORDER OF UNITARY OPERATOR GROUPS 
IN PONTRJAGIN SPACE 
To study the existence of the generalized wave operator, we should 
determine the growth order of unitary operator groups in Pontrjagin space. 
We recall that in the case of Hilbert space, the fact that lleirAI( = 1 is 
frequently used in the discussion. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that A is a selfadjoint operator in Pontrjagin space 
H, then 
{ IlertAIl 1 - co < t < 00 } 
is bounded if and only if there exists a fundamental decomposition 
H=H-OH, such that 
A=A_@A+. 
Proof: If A=A-@A+ under some fundamental decomposition, it is 
clear that { (lertAI\ I - co < t < cc } is bounded. 
Conversely, suppose that { IJeirA/I 1 -cc < t < co } is bounded. First we 
prove that the radical subspaces of A corresponding to critical points are 
just the eigenspaces. Otherwise, with no loss of generality, we assume 
that 0 is a critical point of A, and there exists UE H, such that 
Au # 0, . . . . A”- ‘u # 0, but A’% = 0. Thus 
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SO 
Now, we assume that 0 is the unique critical point of A. Corresponding 
to the standard decomposition [9] 
H=Z@(N@P) i z*, (8) 
where Z and Z* are a pair of dual neutral subspaces. N and P are negative 
and positive subspaces, respectively, we have 
(9) 
Since the radical subspace corresponding to 0 is eigenspace, thus 
S= A, =O. If F#O, take 0 #ne N such that Fn #O, therefore 
An = Fn + A,n = Fn # 0. But A2n = SFn = 0, which is impossible. Similarly, 
G=O, Q =O. Thus 
A= 
Take a fundamental decomposition H= HP OH+ , such that H, I P. This 
decomposition reduces A. Q.E.D. 
This theorem shows that if { lleirAII - cc < t < co } is bounded, then the 
discussion will go back to Hilbert space. In general, we should consider 
how IleirAII increases. But the estimation lleirAII d eMr is too rough. So we 
give the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a selfadjoint operator on Pontrjagin space, the 
orders of the critical points do not exceed n. Then there must be a constant 
M. such that 
lleiral/ < M(Itlzn+’ + l), -cxx<tt<. 
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Proof With no loss of generality, we assume that A only has one 
critical point 0. Corresponding to the standard decomposition 
H= Z@ (NO P) 4 Z*, A has a triangular model (9), for brevity, write it 
by 
A = {S, A,, A,, F, G, Q}. 
Denote f(A) = e’“, a, = i’/r!, r = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2n. Then the triangular model of 
e ilA is 
e i’A = {S,, taoZ,v, f(tA,,, F,, G,, 4?,>, (10) 
where A, = 1 A dPi. and 
n- I 
S, = C a,t*s’, 
r=O 
(11) 
(12) 
G, = nfl t’sj- ‘G I* 
j=l -02 
(f(A) - ‘2’ .,i’) -j dP,,, 
r=O 
= “cl tjsj-lGIym (fctA]-:<a.t’i’) t-jZjdP, (13) 
j= 1 
Q*= $ a,t’ i SJ-lQ,*r-j- g a$’ ‘2 sjFF*s*‘-2-’ 
r=O /=I r=2 j=l 
+ i t. 
j,k=l 
J+k+lSj-lGl” (f@A)-‘;~;‘a,tT) 
-cc 
x t-i-kA-j-k dp,G*s*k, (14) 
We introduce a new inner product in H as follows: for x = z + n +p + z*, 
where z E Z, n E N, p E P, z* E Z*, define 
Cx, xl’ = Cz, ~1 - (4 n) + (p, p) + Cz*, z*l. 
Then [-, .I’ is equivalent to [., -1. We note that SE B(Z + Z), 
FE B(N + Z), G E B( P -+ Z), Q E B(Z* + Z). Take a constant C > 0, such 
that 
~(j-(q-jc’ a,l’)l.-J~sx, IE(-al, cc). 
r=O 
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In Hilbert space (P, (., .)), we have 
(15) 
In view of (lo)-( 14), and (15), making use of the equivalence of [ ., ] and 
[ ., .I’, we can take constants M, > 0, M > 0, such that 
i.e., 
Iley <M(lt(2n+1 + 1). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a. selfadjoint operator in Pontrjagin space II,. 
Then there exists M > 0 such that 
(leirA(I <M(It12k+‘+ l), -m<t<<. 
4. EXISTENCE OF THE GENERALIZAED WAVE OPERATOR 
Now let us concentrate on the study of existence of the generalized wave 
operator. First, we establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let A, be a selfadjoint operator in Pontrjagin space H, all 
the critical points of A, are non-degenerate, B = Cy=, ci( ., fi) fi be a finite- 
rank selfadjoint operator, A, = A, + B, P, be the projection from H onto 
Then there exists a dense set 9 in HI,,,, such that for P,f.eY 
lim eilA*e-iirAIU 
exists for any u E 2. 
Proof: Decompose H as 
H= PI HO (I- P,)H. 
Since P, H is an absolutely continuous subspace, we can take a Bore1 set S 
in the real line, such that P, H is isomorphic to L*(S), and AI P, is just the 
multiplication operator in L2(S). Obviously, L2(S) is a subspace of 
L2( - 00, co), which reduces the multiplication operator, P, f E L’(S) for 
any f: In other words, A, P, can be regarded as the restriction on L*(S) of 
the multiplication operator on L*( - co, ao). Define (P,f.)(x)=O for 
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i= 1 9 ..., n, and x E S. So with no loss of generality, we can assume that 
P, H= L*( - cc, cc). This is just the following lemma. 
By 9 we denote the family of smooth functions on (- 00, 00) which 
rapidly decrease as x + co. 
LEMMA 5. Let P,H=L*(-a, co), (A, IP,Hf)(~)=~f(~), A2=A, + 
XI= 1 ci( ., fi) fj, where ci are real numbers, fj are perpendicular to each other, 
P,~.E 2’. Then 
lim eirA*e ~ itAIU 
I--t +m 
exists for any u E 9. 
Proof: Calculate 
$ (W(t)u) =-$ (erfAQpirAIU) = ierrA2(A2 -A,)ep”AIU. (16) 
Since A, -A, = C c,( ., fi)fi, 
W(t”)u- W(t’)u=i~“‘e”A*(A2-A,)e~“R1udt 
I’ 
1” 
=iCc, ,, 
5 
(e- ““u, f,) eifA2&. dt 
=iCc, irA1~, P, fi)elrAtfi dt. (17) 
From Theorem 5, there exist M> 0 and an integer m > 0, for sufficient 
large t, I(eirA211 Q Mt”. Therefore we have 
11 W(t”)u- W(t’)ull <C IC,l j,:” I(eeirA’u, P,fi)l . llei”Ifill dt 
Since the Fourier transformation of an element in 9 is still in 9, 
i‘ 
m 
e”” do” $@)PIjj(I))dkL1(-cCI, oo), 
--oT 
j= 1, . . . . n. Thus 
lim IIW(t’)u- W(t”)u(l =O. 
f. 1” - co 
Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6. 11 W(t)Pll12 = lIPs( = (leitAzP,l(*. 
Proof. For any bounded linear operator A, IIA (1’ = IIAA*[I, where A* is 
the adjoint operator of A with respect to the indefinite inner product. The 
result is given from this immediately. 
COROLLARY. Under the conditions of Theorem 6, if { W(t)P, ) 0 < 
t < + CC } or {P*(t) I 0 < t < + co } or {eirA2P, 1 0 < t < + 00 } is bounded, 
then 
s-lim W(t) P, 
exists. 
In fact, W(t)P, converges in a dense subset of P, H and uniformly 
bounded for all t. 
LEMMA 7. Let A,, A, be se[faa!joint operators in Pontrjagin space, E be a 
projection onto a positive subspace. If 
s-lim (Z-E) W(t)P, =0 (1%) 
then { W(t) P, 1 0 < t < + co } is uniformly bounded. 
Proof. Take a decomposition H = EH 0 (I- E) H. For x = x, + x2, 
where x, E EH, x2 E (I- E)H, define 
cx, xl’ = (XI 1 Xl I+ C-G, x21. 
We can assume that /I ‘11 = [ ., .I”‘*. For u E P, H, by (18), 
lim /I W(t)ull* =lim{(EW(t)u, W(t)u)+ Il(Z- E) W(t)ull*} 
= lim(EW(t)u, W(t)u) 
=lim(( W(t)u, W(t) a)- ((Z-E) W(t)u, W(t)u)) 
= (u, u). 
Therefore { W(t) P, I 0 < t < cc } is uniformly bounded. 
LEMMA 8. Let A,, A, = A, + B be selfadjoint operators in Pontrjagin 
space, B= x1=, ci( .,f;)f;, (f,} c (I- P,)*H@ 2, E be a projection onto a 
positive subspace satisfying (18) and depending on B. Then 
s-lim W(t)P, 
exists. 
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Proof. It follows from the corollary of Theorem 6 and Lemma 7. 
In the followings, by F we denote the set of all the finite-rank operators 
B satisfying all the condtions of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. Let A,, A, be selfadjoint operators in Pontrjagin space, 
W, = s-lim W(t) P, exists. Then there must be a projection E onto a positive 
subspace satisfying ( 18). 
Proof E = W, W: satisfies (18). 
THEOREM 7. Let A, be a selfadjoint operator, B be a selfadjoint 
trace class operator, {B,} c 9, lim 11 B - B,I( I = 0. Then W, exists and 
s-lim W,, = W, , where W,, are the generalized wave operators 
corresponding to A, and A,, = A, + B,, if and only if there exists a projec- 
tion E onto a positive subspace, such that (18) holds and 
s-lim (Z-E) W,, = 0. (19) 
Proof. The necessity is easily proved. Indeed, if W, exists and 
s-lim W,, = W,, from Lemma 9 and (18), let t + co, we have 
(I- E) W, = 0, so 
s-lim (I- E) W,,, = (Z-E) W, = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that A, is selfadjoint, and B = Cz 1 c,( .,fi)fi is a 
selfadjoint trace class operator given by the theorem, where h (i = 1,2, . ..) 
are orthogonal to each other. Take negative vectors e,, . . . . ek from 
(I- E)H, which are orthogonal to each other. Introduce a new inner 
product [ ., .] in H: [x, x] = (x, x) - 2 C (x, e,)(e,, x), then [ ., .]“2 is 
equivalent to the original norm in H. 
First, let’s show W, exists. Since Lim I(B- B,ll i = 0, we can take 
{fi,}c(Z-P,)H@2’ and real numbers c;, such that B,= 
I::, c;( ., fi,)fi,, where II fin11 = 1, {f,,}:!, orthogonal to each other, 
lim, ]lfi -fi,I[ = 0, and lim, xi Ici - c;l = 0. Write W,(t) = eit(al+sn)e-i’a’. 
Consider 
CWn(tb- wn, 4 Wn(t)u- wn, ul 
(20) 
where UE P,H. 
For u E P, H, denote I/ u// oD = ess sup(d(Et, u, u)/dA)“‘, Am = 
{U I llull co < co}, then A%?~ is dense in P, H. For u E Aa 
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IRe((W,(t) - W,+ by W,+ )I 
In the above estimation, we use [7, Prop. 3.221, i.e., (ST: I(eirAk, g)12 &)‘I2 
G271 Ibll, IlkA for ueJ&, gEP1ff. 
Thus from (20), it follows that 
[(W,(t)- wn(f))u? (W,(f)- Wn(f’))ul 
~X(Wtl(f)- Wn+)4 (W,(t)- Wn+)uI 
+ 2C( W,(f) - W”, b4 (W,(f) - w,, )ul 
+(I I$ J,” l(e~i~~‘ulf.i~)ll~~)1’2}+4~ I(Wn(t)4ei)12 
1 i 
+4CI(W,(t’)~,ei)12+8~I(W,+~,ei)12. 
i i 
(21) 
For fixed t, lim II W,,(t) - W( t)ll = 0. Moreover, 
112 
isAiu,fi)l 2 ds 
> 1 
Q fi Ilull cc Ilfin -fill + O 
as n -+ co. Let n + co in (21). By the above discussion and ( 19), we have 
[(W(t) - W(f))4 (W(t) - Wt’))ul 
641 I(W(t)u,ei)12+4CI(W(r’)u,ei)12 
+2 27t ll4m f I 4 
( 
1 c,)“‘{(? lcil j,m ,~e~i~~Iu,/)12ds)1’2 
f lcil Jrrn I(ecisAiu,f,)12 ds)“‘}. (22) 
1 
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lim W(t)24 
exists. But JV~ is dense in P, H, it follows from Lemma 7 that W, exists. 
Second, to show that s-lim W,, = W,, we claim that W,, is uniformly 
bounded. In fact, [Wn+x, W,,+X]=(W~+X, W,+X)-22iI(W,+x,ei)12 
-+ (P,x, P, x) holds for any x. 
Similarly, 
[W,+x- w+x, wn,x- W+x]=(Wn+x- w,x, wn,x- W+x) 
-21 I(Wn+X- W+4ei)12. 
Since s-lim (I - E) W, + = 0, (I- E) W, = 0, it will s&ice to prove that 
lim(W,+x- W+x, W”+x- W+x)=lim2Re(W,+x- W+x, W,,+x)=O. 
(23) 
Now 
=I 
s 
m ei;‘(Al+B")(B,_B)e~i"(A~+B)w+Xds. 
0 
Assume that B, - B= xi c;,( ., g,,) g,, where g, are orthogonal to each 
other. For x E Am, we have 
IRe(W,+x- W+x, Wn+x)I 
‘IAx, W: g,,,)( W,*+ g,, eCifA1x)I dt 
.IlW,+II ll~llm. 
Using this estimation, since { W,,, } is uniformly bounded and .Hm is dense 
in P, H, we obtain (23). Q.E.D. 
By the way, at the end of this section, we consider another special case. 
THEOREM 8. Let A, and A2 be selfadjoint operators in Pontrjagin space, 
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AZ=Al+B. Zf D=i(BP,-P,B)>O, where P,H=H,,,,. is a positive 
subspace, then there exists a projection P, such that 
P, = s-lim Pz( t), 
where P*(t) = epirAZP,eirA2, P, > P,, and 
P, = P, - (5’) IO: e-‘*A2De”A2 dt. 
A,P,x P,A,. 
ProoJ: For any t > 0, we have 
f p2(t)= -e-i’A2Dei’A2, 
by A,=A,+B, A,P,=P,Al, D=i(BP,-P,B). Thus 
P*(t) - P*(t) = - 1’ eCitA*DeifA2 dt. 
1 
For u E H. we have 
(24) 
(25) 
(P*(t)u,u)-(P,(r)u,u)= -j’(DeiSA2u,eiSA2u)ds<0. 
z 
In particular, 
0 d (P*(t)4 u) Q (P, u, u). (26) 
Therefore in Hilbert space {H, (J., .)}, the selfadjoint operator-valued 
function JP,(t) is monotone decreasing and bounded. But J is a unitary 
operator, so 
P, = s-lim Pz( t) 
exists. Recall that P2(t) are projections, so P, is a projection. Let t + cc in 
(26), we obtain P, 3 P,. Let r =O, t + cc in (25), we get (24). Since for 
7 > 0, 
ei’A2(e-iTA2p,errAz) = ( ei(r~~)A2p,e-i(r-r)A*)eitAl. 
Let r -+ 00, the above relation yields 
eilAzp 
2 
= p eifAz, 
2 
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Differential with respect to t and set t = 0, we have 
A,P,x P,A,. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 8, { W(t) P, IO < t < 00 } 
is untformly bounded. 
Proof In the proof of the theorem, we have seen that 
s-lim PZ( t) 
exists, so { P2(t) 1 0 < t < co } is uniformly bounded. Now we come to the 
conclusion by Lemma 6. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the condition of Theorem 8, if B is a trace class 
operator, then the generalized wave operator exists. 
Proof Under the conditions of the theorem, we have 
,-irAzeirAIpl = ~~(~)~--rlAz~lfA~p, 
= P,(t)e- irA~P~(f)f~~itA~f~ =,-itP,A2J’leirA~P1 
Consequently, W(t) P, can be considered as operators in Hilbert space 
(P,H, (., .)), and P,AzP, -A, P, is a trace class operator, so 
s-lim W(t) P, 
exists. Q.E.D. 
5. INVARIANCE OF THE WAVE OPERATOR 
In this section, we discuss the invariance of the generalized wave 
operator. We shall show that not only s-lim W(t) P, exists, but also the 
limit s-lim ei’q(A2)e- i’qpcA1)P, exists for some function cp. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that H is a Pontrjagin space, and 
(a) A, is selfadjoint, P,H=L2( -co, CD), (A,f)(x)=xf(x) for 
f E PI H, B = Cy ci( -, f;) fi, where cj are real numbers, fi are perpendicular to 
each other, P,fiELk’, A,=A,+B, 
(b) (PEC(~~+‘)(- 00, co), each one of its derivatives is untformly 
bounded, q’(n) > c > 0, ,I E ( - 03, cc ). 
Then 
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exists for all u E .Y, and which equals 
Proof: For brevity, we may assume that B is of one-rank B = (.,f)f: 
From Theorem 7, lim eira*ePhal u exists for u E 9, we denote this limit by 
W, u. Similar to the preceding discussion, we have A, W, u = W, A, u. 
Therefore, to prove 
lim (W, -eiS’P(A2)e~iS~(A1))~ =O, 
., + cc 
it will suffice to prove that 
lim eisPtA2) W ( + - 1 )e-W(Ai)u = 0, 
S’oo 
which is equivalent to 
(27) 
The left-hand side of the above formula can be represented as 
lim lim (e i(rA2+r~(A2))e--i(fAi+s~(Al))_eis~(A2)e-is~(Al) )u 
S--*CC ,+aC 
I 
f 
= lim lim eiw(A2)eiTA2(Az -A,)e-izA~e-iw(A~)U dz 
s s 0 
= lim 
f 
m ell~(A2)eifA2(A2_A,)e~irale~is~(A1)Udt 
S'cc 0 
= lim m (e-i~Ale~i~‘P(Al)U,f)eis~(A2)e”A2fdt. 
I S’oo 0 
We recall that U, Pfs 2, so 
li 
00 
=E 
WO(‘) d -if), 
-co t+scp’(qze 
k’P(~) d;l 
=(-i)jm e -iri-isrp(l)w,(f,S,IZ)d~= . . . 
-m 
4093137/z-7 
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where 
we(l) = 42) f-Y(n), 
ths’uh,(n) (t + scp’(n))-2n 
h+l=l 
adA) are functions obtained from q’(1), . . . . 40’” + “(A), w,(l), 
4(n), ..., wt ‘( ,I) by addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Apparently, 
for fixed t and s, w,(t, s, L) are rapidly decreasing functions with respect to 
A, so they belong to L’(-co, 00). 
Since min, q’(J) > c > 0, we have 
Therefore there exist M,, n = 1, 2, . . . . such that 
GM” i ths’(t + ap2”. (28) 
h+l=O 
On the other hand, since cp is a continuous differentiable real-valued 
function, cp(A,) is a selfadjoint operator and the largest order of the critical 
points of A, and cp(A,) doesn’t exceed k. Thus there is MO > 0, 
I(eisqP(A2)e’fA211 < Mo(tZk + ’ + l)(~~~ + ’ + 1). (29) 
From (28) and (29) we obtain 
s om Ice- 
itA - iw(AI)U, f)l ((e”dA2)eifA2fl( dt 
CM,M,h~~o~o~fh(~2i+1+I)(~+~~)-2mdrSI(S2*+1+1) 
By assumption, take m > 4k + 4, let s + + co, we have 
which is just (27). Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 3. Let A,, A,, cp be given as in Theorem 9, { W(t) P,, 
errVp(A2’e~i’Vp(A1)PI / 0 < t < 00 } be umformly bounded. Then s-lim eirqpcA2’ 
e-“+‘(A1)P, exists and is equal to s-lim W(t)P,. 
Proof. Since { W(t) P, IO < t < cc } is uniformly bounded, s-lim W(t) P, 
exists. From Theorem 9, in a dense subset 2, 
lim ejfA~e-flA~u = lim eiW(A2)e-iW(AIlu, MEL?. 
Since { e”‘P(A2)e -‘trp(AI)P, 1 0 < t < cc } is uniformly bounded, we obtain the 
desired conclusion. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Under the conditions of Corollary 3, 
lim(z- ,qeiw(A2)e-MA~)U = 0 
lim(Eei”p(A2)e-~r~(A~)u, eiW(A2)e-iW(AOu) = (u, u), 
where u E P, H, E satisfies (18). 
Proof In view of Lemma 9, we can see that Corollary 3 implies 
Corollary 4. 
THEOREM 10. Let H be a Pontrjagin space. I” 
(a) A,, B, B, are given as in Theorem 7, and (19) holds; 
(b) cp is a continuous differentiable real-valuedfunction, cp’ is of locally 
bounded variation, and cp’( I.) > 0 for 1 E ( - cc, co ); 
(c) s-lim(1- E)eeiS’p’A”P, = 0, {eiS’p(A2)I P,H+P,H;O<s< +co} 
is uniformly bounded; then 
s-lim eW(Az)e-N(AI)p, 
exists and equals 
s-lim W(t) P, . 
Proof First, using Theorem 7, from (a), 
W, =s-lim W(t)P, 
exists. Let t’ -+ + cc in (22), it follows that 
112 
rsAu, fi)i)l * ds . 
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Now replace u by e prsq(al)u. Since u and e-iS9(A1)u belong to P, H, we 
can assume that 
Ilull oc = IIepiS9(A1)uII,. 
Set t = 0, we have 
II( W, -Z)eCi”9(AI)~II 
+4x I(eC”9’A’)u, e,)(‘. 
By [4, X, Lemma 4.61 and condition (b), it follows that the first term of 
the right-hand side tends 0. From condition (c), the second term tends 0. 
Thus 
(W, - I)e-iS9(A1)u + 0 
for u E Mm. But {( W, - Z)e-‘“9n(A’)P, 1 0 <s < + cc } is uniformly bounded, 
so 
s-lim( W, - Z)e-‘S9(A1)P, = 0. 
Moreover, since ran( W, - Z)epiS9’A1)P, c P, H + P, H, from condition (c) 
s-lim eis9CA2) W 
( +-z)e 
-is9(4)p, = 0. 
Using A, W, I W, A !, we obtain 
s-lim eis9(A2)e -is9(Allp, = w 
+’ Q.E.D. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
An example of the generalized wave operator in Pontrjagin space will be 
given in this section. 
EXAMPLE. Let Hilbert space H = L2(0, l)@ @, the indefinite inner 
product in H be defined by 
where f @ a, g @ b E H. Let selfadjoint operator A, and B be defined by 
A,(fOaNx) = d(x), 
Nf@a)(x) = (f@a, x(0,1)0 1 )(x(0.1,0 1). 
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Since H is a Pontrjagin space with negative index 1, the spectrum of A, + B 
is symmetry with respect to the real line, so it is easy to see that the spec- 
trum of A i + B is on the real line. Besides, II A, + BII 6 5. Take a rectangular 
contour yF with vertices ( - 5 - E, + pi), (5 + E, -t si). For any point f@ a E H 
w(f)P,(fOa)(X)=!~oAJ eif”(l- A, - B)-‘e-i’A’Z’,(f@a)(X) d,i. 
Yc 
Denote (g@h)(t, I, X)= (A- A, - B)-“AIPl(f@a)(X). Then 
(A-x)g(x)-!-; g(x)dx+b=e-i’Xf(X), 
- s 1 g(x)dx+(l +I)b=O. 0 
Therefore 
where h(i)=(l +I+lln((l- 1)/A))-‘. 
It is easily shown that h(l)-’ =0 has a unique real root A.,, and 
A0 E ( - 1,O). Take another contour y: with vertices ( -6, k&i), (1 + E, S&i). 
We have 
By Fourier integral theory, we have 
s I lim &t(A.o-x) f(x) dx=O, r-m 0 1,-X 
= h(x), a.e. on (0, 1). 
394 
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On the other hand, 
j 
Yi 
e”‘b(t, A) dl. = J“ f(x)h(x) dx. 
0 
1 
zi yr s 
ei’“g( t, II, X) dA 
Since 
= lim ~ j’ eir(i.-.r) 
f 2Ri 0 
WA) WA) 
(A-io-X)(1-io-x)-(A+iO-X)(A+iO-x) 
drl 
x4x) 
=x- jo-X’ a.e. on (0, l), 
As the consequence, the generalized wave operator W, is given by 
w+ (f@ a)(X) = f(X) + jol x;“x’~);) 0 jol f(x)h(x) dx. 
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